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Sewan relies on a Fortinet Firewall cluster to o�er you a complete integrated security solution.

You choose to administer the firewall or to delegate its management to Sewan, 

and you benefit from optimal protection thanks to the numerous Cloud Firewall features..
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CLOUD Firewall

The first 100% automated firewall o�er in the cloud 
Lorem ipsum



A GREAT FUNCTIONAL RICHNESS

Unified Threat Management (UTM) combined with the rich functionality of a Next Generation Firewall (NGFW) gives you 
the highest level of security. You manage your security policies in real time

in all simplicity on your practical and intuitive administration interface
(drag and drop, context menus, smart search etc.).  

Administer or delegate
Manage your security policy as you want: directly manage your firewall 

from your dedicated interface, or entrust the management of your firewall to Sewan experts.

 STATEFUL ” FIREWALL “

Multi-criteria session-based firewall rules 
to improve performance.

ANTIVIRUS

Dual detection on one base 
signatures and via an analysis algorithm
of the supposed behaviour of a program.

Elimination of a broad spectrum of attacks 
and malicious activities (viruses, horses, etc.). 
of Troy, spywares, botnets, adware...).

URL FILTERING & PROTOCOL FILTERING 

Control of the content that the Internet user is 
allowed to access to consult: Productivity control of 
your employees, risk limitation congestion, preven-
tion of leakage of confidential information, reduction 
of network congestion, reduction of risks of exposure 
to threats, protection of your company's legal 
liability. 

PROVISIONING 100% AUTO.
AND INSTANT DEPLOYMENT

Order your firewall in seconds!
In only 3 clicks, your firewall is available
and operational.

PSEC AND SSL REMOTE ACCESS

Secure connections for nomads 
and remote sites.

APPLICATIVE CONTROL

Real-time tra c analysis, matching with a database 
of on-board signatures on the equipment 
and referencing more than 3500 applications
divided into big families to simplify and 
optimize your security policy.

ANTI INTRUSION

Protection against criminal attacks analyzing tra�c, 
and blocking threats before they reach sensitive 
resources.

On-demand and easily configurable features such as 
protocol anomaly detection, IPS probe management 
and the DDOS preventive approach. 

AUTONOMOUS
ADMINISTRATION 

Access your dedicated Fortinet management 
interface and administer your firewall 
independently, wherever you are.




